From:

GARY NORTHINGTON

Date:

4/7/2019 7:28:29 AM

To:

Rudy Davis

Attachments:

POMafia #16; UNLAWFUL BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION TACTICS OF GENOCIDE
AUTHORIZED BY MDOC: ..........10 APR 2019
.......... .......... ........... Gary M. Northington #193035
.......... .......... ........... LAKELAND CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
.......... .......... ........... 141 First
.......... .......... ........... Coldwater, MI 49036
CORRECTIONS COMMITTEE
MI HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P.O. Box 30014
Lansing, MI 48909

RE: UNLAWFUL COPAY for Prisoner Medical Treatment
Dear Corrections Committee,
For many prisoners, YOU ARE ABUSIVELY CHARGING $5 Medical COPAY which is
HALF of my MONTHLY PAY. Such unlawful COMMUNIST behavior modification tactic is
stated by MDOC as intended to deny medical treatment. It has caused Premature Death, like
MORRIS HOUSTON and ELVIS WILLIAMS at MRF in MAY 2016. MANY PRISONERS
DIE for fear of ABUSIVELY being charged COPAY and, thereby, are deprived of life's
minimal necessities.
COPAY DENIES many prisoners needed FUNDS TO PURCHASE TOOTHPASTE AND
OTHER HYGIENE NEEDS. This has happened to me FOR YEARS AT A TIME because of
Copay BANKRUPTING ME when I was severely ill. Such deprivation is a constitutional
violation. FLANORY v BONN, 604 F3d 249 (6th Cir. 2010). Some poor prisoners DON'T GO
to Health Service when they have INFECTION and spread it to others because they cannot
afford the ABUSIVE COPAY.
Those most often are charged with Copay are the elderly, handicapped and weak. YOU ARE
the SCHUET STAF (SS) OF the 4TH REICH in charging COPAY to such persons. Your
ABUSIVE COPAY "may actually produce torture or a lingering death" of GENOCIDE.
ESTELLE v GAMBLE, 429 US 97, 103 (1976). Maybe you should think about HOW MY
LEFT HAND FEELS AFTER 3-YEARS OF A nylon SUTURE PINCHING A NERVE for
lack of care.
Enclosed GRIEVANCE #286 is on MDOC STAFF at MCF not giving me the Due Process of a
Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare for a COPAY hearing. The NOI was handed to me 2 minutes
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before PC PATRICK MISETA telling me, "This is your hearing", after he decided to charge me
$5 COPAY without letting me speak. I never requested to go to Health Service but only asked
in OCTOBER 2016 when follow-up on my 23 JUNE 2016 OPEN HEART SURGERY to
remove a NYLON SUTURE would be done. I never had a visit for the removal but was
charged. THERE IS SUPPOSED TO BE NO COPAY FOR a FOLLOW-UP. THE SUTURE IS
STILL IN MY LEFT ARM AND has caused SERIOUS PAIN AND PARTIAL PARALYSIS
OF THE HAND for 3 YEARS FOR FEAR OF BEING DEVASTATED BY ANOTHER $5
COPAY.
GRIEVANCE #299 is on another COPAY charge for which I was NOT given the NOI. On 18
NOVEMBER 2016, I passed out in the chow hall from ACUTE HEART FAILURE, after my
23 JUNE 2016 CABG X3 OPEN HEART SURGERY. A Prison Guard pushed me to MCF
Health Service in a wheelchair. MCF Health Service embezzled 3 separate $5 COPAYS for this
emergency visit contrary to policy, then charged me again in MARCH 2017 (Grievances 335 &
336).
In GRIEVANCE #301: I was NOT given a hearing nor a hearing report when charged for this
$5 COPAY. I got the report of an alleged hearing that never occurred after filing Grievance
#301(Grievance #304).
MCF GRIEVANCE COORDINATOR BARNES blocked me filing grievances on further
EMBEZZLEMENT of $15 in alleged COPAY charges that were multiple added charges for
one visit (Grievances #312 & 319).
JCF ARUS CHRIS YOUNG held a hearing to again charge me for another MCF Medical Visit
that I did not request but was ordered to go to by a Prison Guard after I had passed-out on 05
NOVEMBER 2016, 5-months after CABG X3 OPEN HEART SURGERY (Grievances #335 &
336).
In JULY 2018: LCF Health Service gave me defective glasses. My prior glasses had broken
when JCF Health Service gave me a broken Rollator-Walker that tripped me and I fell. When I
asked for replacement of the defective glasses, LCF Health SERVICE charged me $5 COPAY
for an AUGUST 2018 visit I did NOT request (Grievance #342). Now, I walk around with
glasses that make my vision look like through a fishbowl because the astigmatism is wrong.
Since I have Menieres Disease (dizziness) and depend on my eyes for balance, YOU are
endangering my life by putting me at risk of falling.
I will not again request the SCUM OF CORIZON HEALTH INC to replace the defective
glasses they gave me in JULY 2018. They and YOU can pay another $70,000 for a hospital
visit when I fall.
Regarding me: YOU have already paid over $750,000 in LITIGATION and CATASTROPHIC
MEDICAL TREATMENT costs because of the ABUSIVE COPAYS. "An inmate must rely on
prison authorities to treat his medical needs; if the authorities fail to do so, those needs will not
be met". ESTELLE v GAMBLE, 429 US 97, 103 (1976). You should forthwith end the
ABUSIVE MEDICAL COPAYS that You created as an UNLAWFUL BEHAVIOR
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MODIFICATION TACTIC TO DENY MEDICAL TREATMENT.
Sincerely,
/s/ Gary M. Northington

--------------Dear Rudy,
My severe hypertensive emergency of 220/101 mmHg on 26 MARCH 2019 went down to
115/64 mmHg on 04 APRIL 2019. On 26 MARCH 2019 after eating oatmeal of my MDOC
MADE special diet at breakfast, I had an adrenalin buzz for hours that I did not do anything
else to cause. I don't do any illegal drugs because I like reality. One has to wonder if that was an
attempt by The BEAST to overtax my heart.
After the hypertension, the left side of my face sagged like I'd had a stroke or TIA but it went
away by 02 APRIL 2019.
Wow! Thanks for the snail mail of meeting info with addresses of similar soldiers. I sent the
earlier one to a friend so he can contact Ed and Elaine.
I hope you got my snail mail on the 29 MARCH 2019 CYBER ATTACK affecting my emails
and court access. An update will come later.
All for Jesus!! God Bless! /s/ Gary M.

From:

GARY NORTHINGTON

Date:

4/10/2019 8:01:14 PM

To:

Rudy Davis

Attachments:

POMafia #16, part 2: 1 of 3 MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE
.......... UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
.......... EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
Gary M. Northington,
Plaintiff Pro Se, ..... No. 2:16-cv-12931
.......... .......... Judge Paul D. Borman
vs .......... .......... Magistrate Mona K. Majzoub
ABDELLATIF, et al, Defendants.
-----------------------------/

PLAINTIFF 'S MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE REGARDING
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SANCTIONS ON OR CONTEMPT OF DEFENDANTS
Plaintiff Gary M. Northington Pro Se moves this Honorable Court to ORDER Defendants,
Defense Counsels, and MDOC STAFF to SHOW CAUSE why they should not be sanctioned
or found in contempt of court, and to hold teleconference hearing thereon, for following
reasons:
1. From JANUARY 2012 to JUNE 2016, Plaintiff had repeatedly told Defendant BADAWI
KHADER ABDELLATIF at every medical visit that Plaintiff had a severe "burning" of
ANGINA in his chest upon any exertion. Plaintiff often used the term "pain" with "burning". As
time progressed, the "burning" of ANGINA increased to where it occurred upon a slow walk to
the bathroom. On 12 JUNE 2016, McLaren Hospital Cardiologist James Fenton told Plaintiff
the "burning" ANGINA was Heart Attacks caused by a 95% blockage of his Coronary Arteries
and that he had Stroke(s) caused thereby.
2. On 27 JULY, 2016, Plaintiff was released from Duane Waters Medical Center (DWH)
shortly after having CABG X3 OPEN HEART SURGERY at McLaren Hospital on 23 JUNE
2016. He could barely walk, had lost substantial amount of memory due to the Heart Attacks
and Strokes, and was sleeping about 21-hours a day because he was very weak. It took years for
Plaintiff to recover and reeducate his memory.
3. On 01 AUGUST 2016, when Plaintiff filed the COMPLAINT (ECF #1): He was
immediately packed-up and transferred to CARSON CITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
(DRF) from 03 to 25 AUGUST 2016. DRF did not provide the Special 2-gram Low Sodium
Diet prescribed for and needed by Plaintiff. Defendants ABDELLATIF, ADRAY and
WASHINGTON knew this left Plaintiff on his own, to fend for himself on getting proper
nutrition, in a hostile environment where no one wanted to provide Plaintiff with his diet for 22days.
4. As result of the 12-hour bus ride during the 02-03 AUGUST 2016 transfer, Plaintiff was
again hospitalized at the point of IMMINENT DEATH from 06 to 08 AUGUST 2016 with lifethreatening Deep Vein Thrombosis and Pulmonary Emboli.
5. During said 03 to 08 AUGUST 2016 transfer and hospitalization, Plaintiff's typewriter and
20 to 22 copies of Complaint, that was approximately a typed version of ECF #13 and ECF
#100 combined, disappeared from Plaintiff's personal property. Plaintiff recalls typing Due
Process and Equal Protection claims involving Defendants RICHARD D. RUSSELL and
MICHAEL A. TROUTEN into the memory of his typewriter on or about 30 JULY 2016 which
is why his disbursement (Plaintiff''s APPENDIX 3 in Support of Response to Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment (30 MAR 2016), EXHIBIT A) is dated 30 JULY 2016) (ECF
#63, PgID 469-370 (Complaint), PgID 372-373 (typewriter), PgID 373-374 (writing materials
taken)); (ECF #148, PgID 1652-1657 (typewriter & 14th Amendment claims on RUSSELL &
TROUTEN)); (ECF #159, PgID 2458-2460, 2466, pgh. 37 (typewriter, Complaint with Due
Process & Equal Protection claims on RUSSELL & TROUTEN)).
6. On 08 AUGUST 2016, Defendants had Dr. Scott Holmes make a false Medical Record about
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Plaintiff's allergies intolerances and reactions to food and paralyzed leg (ECF #100, EXHIBIT
N, PgID 1056), then on 17 OCTOBER 2016 did a similar falsification of my Medical Record
about the same (ECF #153, EXH A, PgID 1797, et seq, p. 0264).
7. In Plaintiff's Motion to Enjoin (ECF #105) (02 OCT 2017), was addressed that Defendants
had incited DR. CHARLES S. JAMSEN to alter Plaintiff's Medical Records to delete maladies
of this case from the Records. This was done with intent to unduly affect outcome.

From:

GARY NORTHINGTON

Date:

4/10/2019 8:01:12 PM

To:

Rudy Davis

Attachments:

POMafia #16,part 2: 2 of 3 MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE
8. Within Plaintiff's Second Motion to Compel (ECF #148), is a MOTION TO ENJOIN
DEFENDANTS who, through subordinates and associates, were and are delaying and refusing
to give Plaintiff copies of his often paid-for Medical Records to use in this case (PgID 16551657). Plaintiff had to obtain records outside of MDOC at great cost, such as done with
Plaintiff's APPENDIX 3, EXHIBIT F, p. 2-3, in support of SUMMARY ANSWER (30 MAR
2019) (mailed to Court on 03 APRIL 2019).
9. Since early-2018, Plaintiff has used his JP5 Electronic Tablet to organize, represent and
make pleadings of this case due to some of his cognitive functions and memory being impaired
by injuries in issue. Before 29 MARCH 2019, Plaintiff's JP5 tablet contained his WORK
PRODUCT, DOCKET LEDGER, MOTIONS, ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION,
and OTHER NECESSITIES to prosecute this case. It also held Plaintiff's RESPONSE and
BRIEF in Response to CORIZON Defendants' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
(ECF #153), and Plaintiff's Affidavits of EXHIBITS B, C and D of "APPENDIX 3 IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY MOTIONS (ECF
#153 and #173); MEDICAL RECORDS NOT FILED BY DEFENDANTS" (30 MAR 2019)
(mailed to the Court on 03 APRIL 2019).
10. On 28 MARCH 2019 via United Parcel Service, DEFENSE COUNSEL(S) received
Plaintiff's
APPENDIX 1, APPENDIX 2, and APPENDIX 3 in SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE
TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY MOTIONS (ECF #153 and #173). Said mailing to the Court
was delayed until 03 APRIL 2019 for reasons said in paragraphs 11 to 14 herein.
REASONS FOR DELAY
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11. On 29 MARCH 2019 from 0500 to 0540 hours, Plaintiff was sitting on his bed after making
an entry to his JP5 Electronic Tablet at 0500 hours during which nothing was wrong with it or
missing. (Hardware & software of such Tablets are within Plaintiff's training & career field.) At
0528 hours out of the corner of his left eye, Plaintiff noticed his JP5 Tablet go to what he
recognizes as a USB/WiFi black screen. This was done by MDOC STAFF at Lakeland
Correctional Facility (LCF) upon request of DEFENSE COUNSEL Meredith Beidler to
RICHARD D. RUSSELL, MELODY WALLACE and/or LINDA C. WITTMAN of the MDOC
Office of Legal Affairs who forwarded this request to LCF STAFF.
12. This 29 MARCH 2019 access to Plaintiff's JP5 Electronic Tablet was unusual since
JPay.com blocked prisoner access to WiFi in JP5 Tablets. Only MDOC has access to the WiFi
in prisoner JP5 Tablets through a "backdoor" PIN code in the software. Prisoners can only send
or receive emails through a hardwired kiosk to which they connect their JP5 Tablet at each
MDOC prison.
13. Plaintiff had to reinput and print his 3 Affidavits (pghs. 9 & 10 herein) in order to mail his
APPENDIX(S) to the Court on 03 APRIL 2019. At this writing, relevant MDOC STAFF and
JPay.com have evaded and refused to answer Plaintiff's questions about MDOC STAFF
deleting Plaintiff's aforesaid documents (accompanying GRIEVANCE #305).
ANIMUS BEHIND THE OBSTRUCTIONS
14. Regarding hostile actions of said MDOC Office of Legal Affairs STAFF (pgh. 11): Plaintiff
has obtained communications of MELODY WALLACE telling LOCAL PRISON STAFF to
obstruct Plaintiff's First Amendment exercise. WALLACE has at times received unlawful
compensation for causing problems to Plaintiff from the "PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA" of S.E.
MICHIGAN (GRIEVANCE #305, p. 3-5). This is State (NOT federal) Judges who take
unlawful payments to give court judgments in favor of the payer. For example: (a) Judge
MICHAEL J. TALBOT took a $4,000 bribe to unduly affect criminal prosecution of Plaintiff
(GR #305, p. 3, pgh. 4); (b) The defrocked
Monroe County Prosecutor took a $2,000 bribe to protect WALTER E. VERDUN from
criminal prosecution for killing a man. There were 2 overt attempts to murder Plaintiff before
imprisonment and 3 more overt attempts during imprisonment. This S.E. MICHIGAN CRIME
CARTEL is very arrogant and operates with impunity in LENAWEE, LIVINGSTON,
MONROE and WAYNE COUNTIES.

From:

GARY NORTHINGTON

Date:

4/10/2019 8:01:16 PM

To:

Rudy Davis

Attachments:

POMafia #16, part 2: 3 of 3 MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE
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15. For aforesaid reasons, Plaintiff is delayed over a month in filing his Responses to
CORIZON and MDOC DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY MOTIONS (ECF #153 and ECF #173)
at a much added expense to himself in funds, time and physical degradation to his health.
16. Plaintiff is unsure how to proceed on putting a stop to such obstructions but believes the
Court should enjoin, sanction and/or find Defendants, Defense Counsels and associates in
contempt of court after a telephone SHOW CAUSE HEARING regarding this long train of
abuses intended to obstruct Plaintiff's court access and, maybe covertly cause his death through
stress.
ARGUMENT
Actions of Defendants', Defense Counsels, their subordinates and associates have devastated
Plaintiff financially, physically and otherwise.
This is similar to CHAMBERS v NASCO, 501 US 32 (1991), where the Court "noted that the
alleged sanctionable conduct was that Chambers and the other defendants had '(1) attempted to
deprive this Court of jurisdiction by acts of fraud, nearly all of which were performed outside
the confines of this Court, (2) filed false and frivolous pleadings, and (3) attempted, by other
tactics of delay, oppression, harassment and massive expense to reduce plaintiff to exhausted
compliance'. The Court recognized that the conduct in the first and third categories could not be
reached by Rule 11 which governs only papers filed with the Court. As for the second category,
the court explained that the falsity of pleadings at issue did not become apparent until after the
trial on the merits, so that would have been impossible to access sanctions at the time the papers
were filed. Consequently, the district court deemed Rule 11'insufficient' for its purposes. The
court likewise declined to impose sanctions under Sec. 1927, both because the statute applies
only to attorneys, and therefore would not reach CHAMBERS, and because the statute was not
broad enough to reach acts which degrade the judicial system, including attempts to deprive the
court of jurisdiction, fraud, misleading and lying to the Court. Ibid. The court therefore relied
on its inherent power in imposing sanctions, stressing that 'the wielding of that inherent power
is particularly appropriate when the offending parties have practiced a fraud upon the court'."
CHAMBERS v NASCO, 501 US 32, 41-42 (1991).
Plaintiff was told by certain MDOC STAFF that over $2,000 worth of his personal property
confiscated by MDOC shortly after Plaintiff filed AMENDED COMPLAINT (ECF #13), that
is the subject of ECF #63, would not be returned to Plaintiff until after he "dismissed the case".
Said MDOC STAFF said this was instruction of the ASSISTANT MICHIGAN ATTORNEY
GENERAL who, at that time was Peter Y. Ho, James E. Long, and/or Kristen Simmons. It is
unsure of which 2 cases he spoke, or if both, because the statement was somewhat cryptic but
this case is one of two for certain. However, the long train of abuses by Defendants, et al, in this
case is clearly documented as noted in paragraphs 1 through 14 herein.
DECLARATION
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
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Executed on: 12 APR 2019

RELIEF REQUESTED
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Gary M. Northington Pro Se requests this Honorable Court to issue
ORDER for Defendants and Defense Counsels:
(a) to show cause why they should not be sanctioned and/or held in contempt of court;
(b) to cease and desist from harassment, intimidation, punishment of Plaintiff for his First
Amendment exercise in this case; and/or
(c) any other relief deemed necessary and just.
.......... Respectfully submitted,
Dated: 12 APR 2019
.......... Gary M. Northington 193035
.......... 141 First
.......... Coldwater, MI 49036

Dear Rudy,
These 3 pages are my response to what I told you about in the snail mail regarding MDOC
STAFF taking my legal document files. It basically describes them using WiFi to access my
JP5 Tablet on 29 MARCH 2019. I've restored some of what they did and Philippians 3:14. The
Beast cannot spoil my Holy Spirit party. Hallelujah!!! Or, like the Temptations said in the 60s,
"Keep on walking. Don't look back". Or, an old proverb, "Life is too short to cry over spilled
milk". I had a beautiful day enjoying the Lord's Blessings and getting things done when He puts
everything before me "Because He Knows".
God Bless Y'all!! Gary M.
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